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ABSTRACT
Using recently-developed fluid state controllers [1], we ap-

ply continuum fluid boundary conditions to molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of liquid argon flow past a carbon nanotube
(CNT) and through a CNT membrane. Advantages of this method
are that it: is not dependent on periodic boundary conditions;
can accurately generate fluid transport without any geometrical
constraints; and is capable of performing as an essential part
of a hybrid continuum/atomistic technique. In our simulations,
a pressure gradient is applied across a CNT membrane by con-
trolling the densities of two reservoirs located either side of the
membrane. Fluid velocity and density distributions are reported
and compared to other published data where possible.

INTRODUCTION
Modelling complex fluid interactions with carbon nanotubes

(CNTs) is vital for many nanoscale applications, such as de-
veloping CNT membranes for highly selective filtration or de-
salination [2]. Continuum models, such as the Navier-Stokes
equations, are not capable of capturing flow phenomena around
CNTs, and a molecular approach in these cases is always re-
quired [3, 4]. The objective of this work is to investigate liquid
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flow in and around carbon nanotubes using molecular dynamics
(MD).

One of the main problems in MD is the application of
boundary conditions to generate fluid flow, in particular, pres-
sure driven flow. Various methods exist in the literature to in-
duce fluid transport in MD; one of the most common is the grav-
itational field method [5], which applies a gravitational force to
all molecules in the system, the magnitude of which is much
greater than the earth’s gravitational pull. A drawback of this is
that it is difficult to control applied pressure gradients and max-
imum flow velocities. Another method is the channel moving
model [6], which creates a pressure gradient and hence fluid flow
in a nanochannel by using two moving channel walls that drive
the flow through viscous shear forces, towards a stationary wall
at the end of the channel. While this method has been shown
to produce constant pressure gradients, it is restricted inits ap-
plication due to the geometrical constraints which it is reliant
upon, i.e. parallel channel walls. The application of boundary
conditions should be as general as possible and should be inde-
pendent of the problem being simulated. The channel moving
wall method is also not suitable for generating pressure gradients
across membranes. In such a case an external force is appliedto
molecules in a region surrounding the membrane which, when
coupled with periodic boundary conditions, generates a hydro-
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static pressure difference [7]. Huanget al.[8] proposed a method
using two rigid self-adjusting plates located at the extremities of
reservoirs either side of a nanoscale membrane. External forces
are applied to the plates which correspond to the required con-
stant pressures in each reservoir. This method has recentlybeen
developed in [9] to include flexible self adjusting plates toreduce
the effect the rigid plates have on the molecular distributions near
them.

In this work we use the new continuum boundary condi-
tions of Borget al. [1] to generate fluid transport. By intro-
ducingnon-periodic boundary conditions (NPBCs) and control-
ling state quantities and fluxes in user-defined regions, we can
impose continuum-like boundary conditions in the MD domain.
An additional motive in the development of this method is that
it enables MD simulations to be included as part of a hybrid
continuum-molecular technique [10–13]; boundary conditions
from the continuum solver are applied on the MD domain using
these “controllers”.

Two different problems are addressed in this paper: liquid
argon flow past a CNT, and a CNT membrane separating two
reservoirs of liquid argon at different densities creatinga pressure
gradient. Liquid argon was chosen as the working fluid due to its
simplicity and is used as a test case.

SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
All our MD simulations were run in OpenFOAM, an open-

source software which is available from [14]. The motion of
molecules in an MD simulation is governed by Newton’s sec-
ond law. The equations of motion were integrated using the Ver-
let Leapfrog scheme. Interactions between all molecules, both
liquid-liquid and liquid-solid, were represented by the Lennard-
Jones 12-6 potential:

Ui j = 4εi j

[

(

σi j

ri j

)12

−

(

σi j

ri j

)6
]

, (1)

whereUi j is the potential energy,r i j is the distance between two
interacting moleculesi and j, and εi j and σi j are characteris-
tic energy and length scales. The parameters we used for the
Lennard-Jones interactions are found in Table 1. A cut-off ra-
dius of 0.8 nm was used for both argon-argon and carbon-argon
pairs. In all simulations the carbon atoms of the nanotubes were
“frozen” to their original positions, making the nanotubesrigid,
to reduce the computation time of the simulations. No interaction
was included between carbon-carbon pairs. Continuum bound-
ary conditions were applied on a cell by cell basis, cell values
denoted below by the subscriptP; the control process is fully-
parallelised, when a domain decomposition method is used for
parallel processing. The method of controlling the fluid towards
a required state property or mass flow rate is based on a feedback

TABLE 1. LENNARD-JONES PARAMETERS.

Interacting Pair (i, j) εi j (J) σi j (m)

Ar-Ar 1.6567×10−21 3.4×10−10

Ar-C 1.9646×10−21 3.573×10−10

loop algorithm: first, the property to be controlled is sampled
over a given time period; second, the error between the measured
value and the required value is calculated; and finally actions are
taken to correct any error. Density is controlled by inserting or
deleting molecules. For insertion, the USHER algorithm [15] is
used which searches for a site within the potential energy land-
scape via a steepest descent scheme. A molecule is inserted if the
potential energy is equal to the cell averaged potential energy. In
this way, the algorithm ensures that no overlapping molecules
occur nor does the local potential energy or temperature change
after insertions/deletions. For deletion, the candidate molecule
is chosen with its potential energy closest to the cell-averaged
potential energy. The number of molecules which are required
to be inserted or deleted over a specified time interval,t → tn, is
calculated as follows:

∆NP(t → tn) = NINT
([

ρreq
P (tn)−ρmeas

P (t)
]

VP

)

, (2)

where NINT is a nearest integer function, as only whole
molecules can either be inserted or deleted,ρreq

P (tn) is the re-
quired density at the new timetn, ρmeas

P (t) is the measured den-
sity at the old timet, andVP is the cell volume. The process of
deleting or inserting molecules is performed over a number of
control intervals which is defined by the user.

By adapting the USHER algorithm and only insert-
ing/deleting molecules at a boundary of a domain, a mass flow
rate can be applied and is defined by the following expression:

ṁf = (ρu) f ·A f , (3)

wheref is an arbitrary boundary face,A f is the normal face area
vector, and(ρu) f uses face interpolated values for density and
velocity. Using this method, the user has control over the applied
mass flux at a boundary by specifying a value for ˙m. The outlet
of a nano-channel can be modelled to adaptively control the flux
of mass exiting the system in order to setup a pressure gradient
across the system. This is done by selectingρ in Eqn. (3) to be
the error between a target density (chosen smaller than thatat
the inlet) and a density measured in the domain. The convective
velocity of the fluid may be controlled by applying an external
force to the fluid molecules, in addition to the intermolecular
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FIGURE 1. SIMULATION DOMAIN FOR CROSS-FLOW OF LIQ-
UID ARGON OVER A CNT, WITH THE BOUNDARY AND CON-
TROL ZONES HIGHLIGHTED.

forces. The required velocity change over a given time period,
t → tn , is calculated by using the following expression:

∆uP(t → tn) = λ
(

ureq
P (tn)−umeas

P (t)
)

, (4)

whereureq
P (tn) is the required velocity at the new timetn and

umeas
P is the measured velocity at the old timet. The imposition

of the velocity difference,∆uP(t → tn), is also divided over a
number of control intervals defined by the user. A relaxation
parameterλ is used to control the rate at which the molecules
are accelerated towards the target velocity. We found that avalue
of 1 gives generally good results. The external force required
to obtain the appropriate velocity change can be calculatedas
follows:

fext
i =

∆uP(t → tn)
∆tm

mi , (5)

where∆tm is the simulation time step size andmi is the mass of
moleculei. These controllers are described in more detail in [1].

Liquid Argon Flow Past a CNT
First we validate the use of our velocity controller by repeat-

ing a simulation of the cross-flow of liquid argon past a CNT,
originally performed by Tang and Advani [16]. The original sim-
ulation initialised fluid flow by superimposing the requiredve-
locity, 158 m/s, on all argon atoms in a control region upstream
of the CNT, creating uniform flow. Instead, we controlled veloc-
ity by exerting an additional force on the molecules in the control

region, which is calculated using Eqns. (4) and (5). The domain
size was 30.56× 25.47× 2.23 nm in thex, y andz directions,
respectively, and periodic boundary conditions were applied in
every direction, see Fig. 1. The simulation time was 8.6×10−10

s with a time step of 2.15×10−15 s. The fluid density was 1342
kg/m3. A Berendsen thermostat was used in our simulation to
remove the excess heat (which is created due to the application
of the additional force) and maintain the system at 95 K. The
average velocity profile is measured across the centre of thenan-
otube using a binning method, described in detail in [16], be-
tween 4.3×10−10 s and 8.6×10−10 s, which is the equivalent of
200 000 time steps.

Since we are not interested in what happens downstream of
the nanotube in this particular problem, the domain size canbe
reduced to decrease the computation time. However, continuing
to use periodic conditions in this situation is not possible, as the
depletion zone which is created in the “wake” of the CNT is then
reintroduced at the inlet of the domain, significantly affecting the
results. In order to reduce the size of the domain, we must there-
fore use non-periodic boundary conditions. The domain sizewas
reduced in thex direction, but not in they andz directions in
order to compare results fairly. The periodic boundaries inthe
x direction were replaced by non-periodic boundaries with two
boundary zones at the inlet and outlet of the domain, as shown
in Fig. 1. The control zone remained unchanged from the ini-
tial validation; controlling velocity at 158 m/s and temperature
at 95 K. The inlet and outlet boundary zones were composed of
a stochastic thermal wall at the termination of the domain, and
a mass flux boundary which inserts and deletes molecules, cal-
culated using Eqn. (3), only in the boundary zones. Molecules
that collide with the stochastic thermal wall are reflected back
into the boundary zone with their velocities resampled froma
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at a prescribed boundary-face
temperature, 95 K, and mean velocity, 158 m/s. The density of
argon and the time characteristics of the simulation otherwise re-
mained unchanged.

No additional force has been included in the boundary zone
to account for the missing interactions with molecules which
would be present beyond the boundary, as previously performed
by Borget al.[1]. This should not greatly affect the results as the
regions of interest are located far enough away from the bound-
ary zones.

Liquid Argon Flow Through a CNT Membrane
The second MD case consisted of flow through a CNT em-

bedded in a solid substrate. Two semi-infinite reservoirs onei-
ther side of the CNT membrane were set at different pressures
as shown in Fig. 2. The domain geometry was 24× 7× 7 nm
in thex, y, andz directions, respectively, which closely matches
a previous simulation performed by Huanget al. [8]. The pres-
sure in each reservoir was indirectly controlled by particle in-
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FIGURE 2. SIDE-VIEW OF SIMULATION DOMAIN FOR FLOW
OF LIQUID ARGON THROUGH A CNT MEMBRANE, SHOW-
ING THE CNT MEMBRANE, AND BOUNDARY AND CONTROL
ZONES.

FIGURE 3. END-ON VIEW OF THE CNT EMBEDDED IN A
SOLID SUBSTRATE.

sertion and deletion only. In order to investigate fluid transport
due to a pressure gradient, Berendsen thermostats were applied
to each reservoir to maintain a constant temperature of 133 K
and eliminate the contribution of any temperature gradients to
the fluid transport. A(16,16) CNT with a radius of 1.085 nm
and length of 6 nm was used. The two membrane surfaces which
surround the inlet and outlet of the CNT were constructed of the
same molecules as the fluid, but frozen to their original positions
and do not interact with one another, see Fig. 3. The density of
the solid substrate was 1500 kg/m3. The reservoir upstream of
the CNT was controlled to be at a density of 1312 kg/m3 and
the downstream reservoir 653 kg/m3. The average number of
argon molecules in the system was≈ 18000, although this num-
ber varied due to the insertion and deletion of molecules. The
upstream reservoir’s density was controlled using a density con-
troller, Eqn. (2), in the control zone highlighted in Fig. 2.The
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FIGURE 4. STREAMING VELOCITY PROFILES FOR FLOW
PAST A CNT IN A FULLY PERIODIC SYSTEM; THE VERTICAL
DASHED LINES INDICATE THE POSITION OF THE CNT.

insertion and deletion of molecules was located far away from
the CNT membrane so as not to disturb important entrance ef-
fects which play a vital role in fluid transport through nanoscale
membranes [9]. A time step of 1×10−15 s was chosen to ensure
that no molecules would overlap after any time step.

Two simulations were performed to investigate the effect
of different outlet boundary representations. In the first simu-
lation, density was controlled in the downstream reservoir(4.2
nm thick), similar to the upstream case. In the second simula-
tion, a pressure gradient was enforced by using the outlet mass
flux model described previously. The density distribution down-
stream of the CNT membrane may not be uniform and it is im-
portant to capture such behaviour and not affect this by particle
insertion/deletion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Liquid Argon Flow Past a CNT

The streaming velocity profile obtained for the flow of liq-
uid argon past a CNT in a fully periodic domain is presented in
Fig. 4, where it is compared to published data by Tang and Ad-
vani [16].

It is clear from Fig. 4 that Tang and Advani have not created
the correct freestream velocity by their method of superimposing
the required velocity on argon molecules upstream of the CNT.
The required fluid velocity was 158 m/s, their measured valueis
over 180 m/s. Using our velocity controller we have successfully
created a free stream velocity of 158 m/s, shown in Fig. 4.

The liquid argon can be seen accelerating around the nan-
otube reaching a maximum velocity of∼ 180 m/s; no such be-
haviour is present in the profile produced by Tang and Advani.
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FIGURE 5. STREAMING VELOCITY PROFILES FOR FLOW
PAST A CNT IN A FULLY PERIODIC SYSTEM (PBC), AND A SYS-
TEM WITH NON-PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (NPBC)
IN ONE DIRECTION.

It has also been suggested that higher flow rates produce greater
values for slip velocity, which is attributed to larger velocity gra-
dients close to the CNT [16]. However it may be observed from
Fig. 4 that we have a greater velocity gradient close to the nan-
otube with a lower, more accurate, fluid velocity. The two ve-
locity profiles converge close to the CNT surface in a density
depletion zone created by the repulsion force of the nanotube.

By introducing NPBCs and mass flux boundary conditions
we were able to reduce the size of the simulation domain and
decrease the computation time of the problem. Using the same
binning method as the fully periodic case, we obtained the veloc-
ity profile across the CNT and have compared this to results by
Tang and Advani and the previous case in Fig. 5. The velocity
profiles for the PBC and NPBC cases are in very good agreement.
It is clear from Fig. 5 that the reduction of the domain size and
introduction of NPBCs has had no effect on the velocity distribu-
tion around the CNT; but the simulation now runs approximately
1.7 times faster than the fully periodic case. The temperature of
the system remained at a constant value of 98 K, which is slightly
higher than the required value of 95 K. This error may be reduced
by altering the control parameters e.g. the number of time steps
between control sequences.

Liquid Argon Flow Through a CNT Membrane
In order to obtain density and velocity profiles in the CNT

radial direction, a cylindrical binning method was employed. A
cylinder of radius 0.5 nm was placed at the centre of the domain,
spanning the full domain height in they direction. This cylindri-
cal region was divided into 32 bins, with 10 lying inside of the
CNT. The simulations were allowed to run for 200 000 time steps

before averaging properties to allow the system to reach steady-
state conditions. Results were obtained by averaging over one
million time steps.

Density profiles obtained from both simulations are shown
in Fig. 6. The profiles each possess four distinct peaks, withthe
largest adjacent to the CNT surface, which indicates the forma-
tion of liquid layers. This behavior has previously been observed
in Poiseuille flow simulations of confined liquids in nanoscale
channels and pores [8, 17, 18]. The fluid layering intensity is
directly influenced by the wall-fluid interaction [18] and param-
eters chosen to represent such interactions [17]. Figure 6 clearly
shows for both simulations that the fluid density close to theCNT
walls is zero, which is in agreement with results by Travis and
Gubbins [18], but results by Huanget al. [8] show no evidence
of this density depletion adjacent to the wall. The results in Fig. 6
show that the outlet representation does not alter the shapeof ei-
ther density profile. However a larger fluid density is present at
the centre of the CNT for the case with the mass flux control at
the outlet. This difference may be explained by examining the
density distributions along the full domain in the axial direction
of the CNT, as shown in Fig. 7.

Upstream conditions are controlled in the same manner:
fixed density and temperature. As a result, the density distri-
butions are almost identical, as expected. The fluid densities
for both cases are fairly constant along the length of the CNT
with the mass flux outlet case being slightly higher, as previ-
ously shown in Fig. 6. The density in the downstream reservoir
for the fixed density outlet case drops sharply at the outlet of the
CNT before recovering to the controlled value towards the end
of the reservoir. The density distribution for the mass flux outlet
case is an almost constant density from the outlet of the CNT to
a distance of∼ 3 nm into the downstream reservoir, before drop-
ping sharply towards the reservoir boundary. The gradientsof the
sharp changes in density are almost identical, which implies that
if the downstream reservoir were to be made longer, i.e. mov-
ing the controlling region further away from the membrane, then
the uniform density distribution may be extended over a larger
portion of the reservoir.

Streaming velocity profiles inside the CNT from both simu-
lations are shown in Fig. 8. The obtained velocity profiles are not
quadratic in form, which is what would have been predicted by
continuum fluid theory for Poiseuille flow conditions, however
they are very similar in shape to profiles obtained from similar
simulations [18]. It is clear from Fig. 8 that the outlet representa-
tions have a significant effect on the velocity distributions inside
the CNT, with the maximum velocity for the fixed density out-
let case being over twice as large as that for the mass flux outlet
case. This is due to the different density distributions present in
each downstream reservoir, as previously discussed. The imme-
diate drop in density for the fixed density outlet case is inducing
a higher flow rate along the CNT.

The small fluctuations present in both measured velocity
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profiles are a result of the previously described binning method.
Due to the layered fluid structure inside the CNT; the bin size
becomes more influential. Using too fine a bin resolution will
result in some bins having no molecules inside them, due to the
layer structure, and will create more fluctuations in the measured
profile. Using too coarse a resolution will not capture accurately
the form of the profile. An alternative measurement technique is
the method of planes [19], which is not as susceptible to random
error due to the variation in measurement resolution; it wasprevi-
ously used to calculate density and velocity profiles in nanoscale
channels [18].

CONCLUSIONS
Using recently developed controllers [1] we have applied

continuum fluid boundary conditions in MD to simulate liquidar-
gon flow past a CNT and through a CNT membrane. Advantages
of our method are that it: is not dependent upon periodic bound-
ary conditions; can accurately generate fluid transport without
any geometrical constraints; and is capable of performing as an
essential part of a hybrid continuum-atomistic technique.Results
obtained using MD in OpenFOAM for the CNT membrane case
show that velocity and density profiles inside the CNT membrane
are similar in form to previous published results [8,17,18], with
the density distribution being oscillatory and the velocity distri-
bution having a quasiparabolic profile. More work is required
to address the issue of non-uniform density distributions in the
downstream reservoir. The inclusion of the missing boundary
forces will also be subject of future work. In general, our results
show that our method of creating fluid transport at the nanoscale
produces more accurate velocity profiles for flow past a CNT
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compared to previous methods.

This work is currently being extended to enable the control
of water molecules using an adapted USHER algorithm for polar
polyatomic molecules [20]. Long range electrostatic interactions
can be calculated using a two-dimensional particle mesh Ewald
summation [8,21].
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